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Abstract

The aim of this study was to investigate the various problems that face the physically 

handicapped in accessing and enjoying museum facilities at Kisumu Museum. The 

research subjects were the pupils and students of Joy Land School. Data was collected 

using a structured questionnaire and a key informant interview guide. It was found that 

obstacles ranged from bad roads, lack of museum assistants, inaccessibility of exhibition 

facilities, uneven landscape and lack of information on many of the museum exhibitions. 

These were found to interfere with both the physical and intellectual accessibility of the 

physically handicapped. It was suggested that all roads leading to museum facilities 

should be paved to improve accessibility. It is therefore recommended that the landscape 

of the museum be flattened, and the interior design of the facilities be improved to take 

care of the special needs of the physically handicapped. It is also recommended that 

enough trained education assistants be employed to assist and tour-guide these visitors. 

Lastly, it is recommended that the NMK develop a policy that guides development of the 

museum in catering for the visitors with special needs.
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CHAPTER ONE

BACKGROUND TO THE STUDY

1.1 Introduction

The various categories of the members of the public that visit the Kisumu Museum are an 

issue that has been taken for granted for a long time. More often than not museum 

visitors are categorized as locals and foreigners without looking at their different socio

economic status, as well as their physical condition. In either category (locals or 

foreigners) are various groups of persons with diverse backgrounds, and persons with 

different handicaps. Looking closely at the people who visit the museum, one will 

discover that the physically handicapped are the least attendants. The physically 

handicapped persons and their special needs have been taken for granted by museums, 

especially in Africa. Most of the people visiting museums are able-bodied members of 

the society.

For the purposes of this research, a physically handicapped person is one who has a loss 

or failure to develop a specific bodily function or functions, whether of movement, 

sensation, coordination or speech, but excluding the mentally, hearing and visually 

impaired. For an operational definition, the term physically handicapped is going to refer 

to the condition of being physically incapacitated due to loss of or failure to develop a 

specific bodily function. This research project targeted the physically handicapped as its 

research population. According to David (1993), a physically handicapped person is said 

to avoid any attention called to the disability, has the same human desires and
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requirements as anyone else, might not want a traditional offer of assistance, operates as 

diligently as anyone else, wants as much opportunity to visit as the next person, and 

wants to be treated as an individual, not a stereotype! These physically handicapped 

members of the community are, for one reason or the other, not able to access and enjoy 

museum facilities effectively.

Museums, being public institutions in the service of the people, should be accessible to 

every member of the community irrespective of their handicaps. As Abungu (2000) puts 

it, museums should be a forum where people can share their views and feelings. The 

physically handicapped persons must not be left out of this forum.

1.2 Problem statement

The physical infrastructures of Kisumu museum are user unfriendly to the physically 

handicapped persons. This discourages the physically handicapped persons who might 

be interested in accessing and enjoying the museum.

The visitor statistics trends for the Kisumu museum show that visitors are locals and 

foreigners, comprising both children and adults. But among these visitors only a few are 

handicapped visitors. This is because the National Museums of Kenya (NMK) has 

largely ignored the interests of the visitors with special needs (the physically 

handicapped) in the development policies and facilities. This has resulted in the 

development of museum facilities and infrastructures that are not user friendly to the 

physically handicapped persons. As a result of this, the department of education at
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Kisumu museum has never developed outreach programmes targeting the physically 

handicapped. The physically handicapped do not access and enjoy museum facilities and 

so the objective of the National Museums of Kenya to serve the public without any kind 

of discrimination has been comprised by this problem.

The physically handicapped persons just like other members of the public, need to access, 

enjoy museum facilities and learn about their culture. There is, therefore, an urgent need 

to improve the museum facilities to cater for the special needs of the physically 

handicapped persons. This project was designed to investigate and explore the existence 

of various obstacles that hinder these members of the community from enjoying the 

services and facilities of the Kisumu museum. Physically handicapped children of school 

going age constituted the research population. The research, therefore, sought answers to 

the following questions:

1. What obstacles make it difficult for the physically handicapped to access 

Kisumu museum?

2. What mechanisms should be put in place to redress this problem of 

accessibility?

3



1.3 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

1.3.1 Overall objective

To identify problems facing the physically handicapped in accessing the various facilities 

in Kisumu museum, and to suggest ways of addressing these problems.

1.3.2 Specific objectives

(i) To examine the obstacles that make it difficult for the physically handicapped to 

access Kisumu museum.

(ii) To determine the mechanisms that could be put in place to enable the physically 

handicapped access the museum facilities.

1.4 Scope and limitations of the study

This research focused on factors that hinder the physically handicapped school children 

from accessing and enjoying facilities at Kisumu museum. However, because of limited 

time and finances, the research was unable to look at other categories of the physically 

handicapped such as the visually, hearing and the mentally impaired.

1.5 Justification of the study

Museums are permanent institutions that collect, conserve, research and exhibit, for the 

purposes of enjoyment and education, the cultural heritage to the public. Museums 

should, therefore, strive to satisfy the general public that wants to learn and enjoy their 

cultural heritage without any kind of discrimination. This is the reason why the nature 

and physical conditions of the museum visitors need to be understood in order to cater for
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their specific needs. It is hoped that the results of this study will be used, by the NMK 

administration, to improve the physical and intellectual access to the facilities at Kisumu 

museum.
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CHAPTER TWO

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Introduction

This chapter looks at the concept of museum institutions, how they cater for the public (in 

terms of facilities and services) and the challenges they are facing. Then it also looks at 

what constitutes museum facilities and examples of what has been done for the physically 

handicapped by certain museums. In the course of looking at various museums, the focus 

is to be on policies and guidelines that have been developed by museum institutions for 

accessing collections and services, and give information about the steps taken to reduce 

or eradicate discrimination against the physically handicapped persons. The specific 

issues include access to collections, stores, exhibitions, toilets, lecture rooms and the 

general landscape of the museum compound.

2.2 Literature review

According to International Council of Museums’ (David 1993) standard definition, a 

museum is a non-profit making permanent institution in the service of the society and of 

its development, open to the public, which acquires, conserves, researches, communicates 

and exhibits, for purposes of study, education and enjoyment, material evidence of people 

and their environment. Museums today are faced with a number of challenges. These 

include limited resources, inadequate legal frameworks and competition with other 

institutions offering almost the same services like game parks and hotels. These 

challenges compromise museums’ efforts to carry out their duty of serving the public.
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An institution is an organization or an establishment founded for a specific purpose, such 

as a hospital, a church, a company, or a college. Institutions for the physically 

handicapped are organizations or establishments founded for the purposes of catering for 

the special needs of the physically handicapped persons. Examples of physical handicaps 

include hearing problems, visual problems and mobility problems.

The needs of the physically handicapped are in the areas of education, health and social 

services. Institutions of the physically handicapped are established to offer these services 

to the handicapped. In Kisumu there are special schools such as Kibos for the mentally 

impaired, Maseno School for the deaf and Joy Land School for children with mobility 

problems. These institutions offer special services and facilities such as Braille machine 

for learning (for the visually impaired), and wheel chairs and crutches for those with 

mobility problems. Facility is defined as the means or equipment facilitating or enabling 

the performance of an action. Museum facilities refer to the museum infrastructures and 

objects used in carrying out various museum activities and programmes. Museum 

facilities include buildings, lecture rooms, exhibition spaces, exhibitions, toilets, offices, 

landscapes and museum shops. All these facilities should be designed in such a way that 

they are user friendly to the physically handicapped persons.

The physical infrastructures and facilities, in Kisumu museum, that are user-unfriendly 

include roads that are in poor condition, while the reception and toilets are not accessible 

by wheel chair. The exhibit cases (show cases) in the gallery, aquarium and Snake Park 

are so high that someone on a wheelchair cannot view them. The ramps that exist are too
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steep to be used by a wheelchair. In general, attention has never been given to making 

Kisumu museum facilities accessible to persons with special needs. This is not 

happening in Kisumu museum only but also in other regional museums of the NMK and 

African museums in general.

African museums still lack policies and guidelines that make their institutions accessible 

and enjoyable to the physically handicapped persons. However, various British museums 

have already taken a lead in developing policies and guidelines aimed at making their 

museums accessible to the general public with diverse needs. The following are some of 

the examples.

The websites of various museums in Europe and North America show that efforts have 

been made to ensure that their services are accessible to visitors with special needs. For 

example Hertford Museum has introduced special services for persons with mobility 

problems who would wish to see the first floor but is not accessible to wheel chair users. 

These include a virtual tour of the exhibition on the computer on the ground floor and the 

website. There is an audiocassette that guides the visitors through the exhibition, 

explaining the texts and accompanying photographs, as well as details of objects and 

stories from the exhibition. At times some objects can be brought down on the ground 

floor. This is also done at the University of Dundee Museum services in their areas of 

exhibitions.
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At the University of Dundee, all exhibitions are designed to make parts of the collection 

more accessible to everyone. Interpretative labels have been produced using large print 

and font size for objects and the display cases are put at a suitable height. Materials not 

accessible to people in wheelchairs can be moved from the cases for viewing. Events and 

lectures in places with access problems are represented by a website version. There is 

also a guided tour given by the curator to the physically handicapped persons.

The Colchester Museums Service Disability Access Policy has established an Access 

Advisory group to involve disabled people in the decisions, which need to be taken in 

order to continue to improve access to the museums, collections and displays. They have 

a mission statement, which states that ‘Our purpose is to advise and work with Colchester 

museum Service in order to provide equal access, in its broadest sense, to the monuments 

and collections in their care...’.

In conclusion, this literature review reveals that the western museums have put in place 

policies and guidelines to cater for the special needs of the physically handicapped 

persons. On the other hand, the National Museums of Kenya policies do not take into 

account the special needs of the physically handicapped.

2.3 Conceptual model

The conceptual model below (Fig. 2.1) shows the causes and effects of the unfavourable 

physical museum infrastructures.
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Fig. 2.1: Conceptual model showing causes and effects of unfavourable museum

facilities

2.4 Hypothesis

The unfavourable physical infrastructures of K im u . m ~ —

and intellectual accessibility, a .d  discrimination of the physically handicapped children.

2.5 Operationilization of the variables

• . • frsistructures: In this study these include bad roads, badUnfavourable physical infrastructu

stairs, high show cases, and narrow doors, uneven held and h.gh walls.

Physical a c c i b i . i , , :  Uscr-friendliness of the physic,, in,— .

accessibility; E a s e o , “ “
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Physically handicapped children! children who have been incapacitated due to loss of 

or failure to develop specific bodily functions.
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CHAPTER THREE

METHODOLOGY

3.1 Introduction

This chapter describes the strategies that were used in collecting data. The types and 

nature o f  data collected are also covered in this chapter. Methods of data analysis. 

problem(s) and ethical issues are also dealt with.

3.2 Research Site

Kisumu museum is one of the regional museums that comprise the National Museums of 

Kenya. It was established in 1980 in Kisumu town, in the western part of Kenya. It is 

approximately two kilometres from the town centre off the Kisumu- Nairobi road (Map

3T).
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The museum has an ethnographic gallery, snake-park, tortoise pen, crocodile pen, fresh 

water aquarium, a traditional Luo homestead, a lecture hall and a picnic ground as the 

main facilities to be used and enjoyed by all museum visitors. There are also various 

sites and monuments under the custody of Kisumu museum that are found in Nyanza 

Province. These include Fort Teman Prehistoric Site, Songhor Prehistoric Site, Rusinga,

Maboko and Thimlich Ohigni.

3.3 Population or Universe

In Kisumu municipality there are no official statistics showing the total number of the

Physically handicapped persons. However, there are various categories of physically

, . j_ai wjth these people. The former include handicapped persons and institutions that deal with these pe p

u nn imnaired visually impaired and also the mentally 
mobility related problems, hearin& P

j • ii T-mhlir and private institutions. For example, 
impaired. These people are found in all public pr

he f0Und in offices, restaurants, business activity
physically handicapped persons

i rnlleaes There are also a number of
« , s .  public transport .abides and c .c .  sahools and < **»■

•f , 11.  focus on providing for tbe special services and fae.bt.es for 
institutions that specifically toe

.t nersons. In the Municipality there are special schools such as 
the physically handicapped p .

■ , schools for *  mentally im pair* W  —  S 
Kibos and Lutheran Special . . ,

hlems and Maseno Special School for the hearing impaired.
for children with mobility problems

t offer integrated programmes where able-bodied and 
There are also schools that o Fxamples are Joel Omino and Kasagam
i a nildren learn together.

Physically handicapped ch education of handicapped children by

Primary schools. These schools support
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offering special equipment and make their facilities accessible to every child. The special 

equipment includes walking crutches, calipers and wheel chairs. These are the schools 

that I drew my sample from. The units of analysis were the individual physically 

handicapped children. It is out of these institutions that the project targeted pupils and 

students of Joy Land Primary and High Schools.

3.4 Sampling method

Since Joy Land Primary and Secondary Schools have the highest number of physically 

handicapped children in one place, they were taken as the sample population from which 

sampling unit was obtained. In both schools 30 children were selected. Sample design 

was simple random sampling method where the variable was sex. The sampling frame 

consisted class registers of the two schools.

3.5 Methods of data collection

Data collection was done through interviews using a structured questionnaire (Appendix 

1) a key informant interview guide (Appendix 2) and direct observation. The structured

# * A nimik of Joy Land Special Schools and key questionnaire was administered on pupils or joy

. , , . „fficer from Kisumu Municipality concerned with special
informants included an oriicer

richer from Joy Land Special Schools and the Education 
education programmes, a teacn

Officer o f Kisumu Museum.
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3.5.. Structured intcrvcw. ^  „  „,e pupils of Jo, L.nd

™ > woo don. » «  <t—  ^  r f f c  <„„« , . , ,  tufo-udou

Spec,., Schools * « ,  « « «  “  ‘ ^  ^  for the

handicapped persons from access g

• roKottirlcs were also sought, 
solutions to the various obstacles

Plate 3.1: Respondents
filling the ques

tionnaires

,  Key informant i n t e r s  on individuals that worh m the

key informant interview g«> • children. This instrument aimed at

titutions dealing with the ^  r f  awateness of persons with special

llecting information on the - * • *  *  The existence and contents of

eds, among the individual * * * * *  ^  in, itutio„s, was also loohed at. These

•th specif neL s 1 -mseum Joy Land Special.licies for persons with  ̂ of Kisumu museu ,

utitutiou. included »  * * * * ”  ^  O —  a - * * - * ’

chools and the Directorate ofMun P ,5



3.5.3 Direct observation

The physically handicapped children were observed during the tour of the museum, how 

they used the museum facilities, and this enabled me to identify the problems.

3.6 Data analysis

Information obtained from the structured questionnaire was first gleaned then coded. 

Then it was put into the computer and analyzed using excel. The results were then

. , ranu /F:„ 4 1 ) The information from key informant interviews was
presented on a bar graph (rig.

j tnrm of Quotes The observations of theanalyzed thematically and presented in the form ot quotes.

f •mips and the problems identified, were recorded on still 
children using the museum facilities, ana me p

photographs which are used in the study as plates.

3.7 Problems encountered and solutions
U nf institutions that cater for the special needs of the 

Kisumu Municipality has a num er
.,1P to limited time and bad weather, it was

Physical!, handicapped children. However,

. f0, f t .  various of «*  0 * * ™
not possible to organize to

P nf the long rains in western Kenya, Time is a season ot me
children as was originally p aim • institutions too had their

a u , todays to use in all the preparation, These ins

own schedules and time was o ^  schools were selected and taken on

these problems only pupils from th

a tour of the museum.
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3.8 Ethical issues

This refers to moral and logistical issues that had to be catered for before and in the 

course of carrying out this research. First were the logistical issues. These included the 

need to seek for permission from the Provincial Director of Education, Nyanza Province, 

to carry out research in their schools. Permission was also to be obtained from the 

curator of Kisumu Museum, which was the research site, as well as the Head teachers of 

Toy land Special Schools.

The individual handicapped children had to be informed of the objective of the research 

in order to enable them give an informed consent. Informed consent is ‘the procedure in 

which individuals choose whether to participate in an investigation after being informed 

° f  facts that would be likely to influence their decision’ ( Frankfort-Nachmias and 

Nachmias, 2004). It involves four elements: competence, voluntarism, full information,

and comprehension.
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CHAPTER FOUR

Problems Encountered by the Physically Handicapped Children in Accessing

Kisumu Museum Facilities

Introduction

Tfii
chapter deals with the findings on the problems encountered by physically

L ,.
tapped children in accessing Kisumu museum.

4 2
Policy on the needs of the physically handicapped school children

he National Museums of Kenya does not have specific policy on the special needs of 

physically handicapped visitors. According to the education officer, there is no 

Particular document concerning special needs of visitors. When asked how they assist 

v>sitors with special needs she said, ‘We serve them according to their needs, say school 

for the blind needs more guides and for the hearing impaired they require more time but 

there is no one to communicate in sign language’. The education officer believes that the 

Physically handicapped should be able to access the learning of the cultural heritage 

6qua|ly as anyone else. Lack of policy on the special needs of the physically handicapped 

hinders the museum in providing equal opportunities of learning about then- cultural

heritage.

4,3 ^accessibility of Kisumu museum facilities
The fi . . - k  fhe poor condition of the road entering and

rst problem that these visitors face is P
^ fCisumu-Nairobi highway
80lng around the museum. This starts front the June ion

to
Museum facilities. Inside the museu

compound, the roads are made of loose
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pebbles ,h„, were jus, pouted o~ >»d neve, presaed. This - e ,  it » - y  «*

visitors with wheelchairs to wheel through Neither to the t M t »  —  « '« * >  >».. »

« ,  easier. t w »  wooes, to, toe ~ h .

through with crutches. This obstacle interferes with the physical accessibility of person, 

with mobility problems.
r j hp user unfriendly to visitorsThe entrances to the museum facilities were also found

__lirn the education building,
With mobility problems. The main buildings of K.sumu museum,

. . . . nffice and the public toilets, have stairs that are too
the gallery, the snake park, the ticket off

u, . that walk With the help of aids. The ramps to
high for visitors with mobility problems

„ wj either by wheel chair users or other walking aids 
these hui,dings »  »  ~  ^  ^  be, -  *

(Plate fact, the r.ntp> « fc,  the p h y * *
1 1  This situation makes

Persons w ith mobility problems. The only option is to have

eum facilities a t w1 ' y
handicapped to access and enjoy the muse ,„rfpres with the physical

This situation interferes
an assistant or keep away from the mus 

accessibility to the museum facilities.

P late 4 .1: Student visitors being helped
through the stairs

and the ramp
0f the education

building
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4.4 Unfavourable interior design of museum facilities

The interior designers of museum facilities never considered the special 

Physically handicapped persons. The showcases are so high that visitors on wheel chairs

cannol * .  e d i t i o n s .  T„is situation *  -  *  -  -  — ’ " *  * *  *
, , uiocVing the wheel chair users

Qt v,oc a wall completely blocKing 
aquarium, and the snake pit that has a

• , The toilet facilities are another area of

* * ■  * •  —  ” d ,b'  7 — * — —
difficulty.

handicapped persons. Poor design of inteiio museum. This

Physical accessibility of the physically handicapped persons to t e

discriminates against the physically handic PP

eXhibiti°nS
P|:,te 4.2: The high show cases of the
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4.5 Uneven physical landscape

O ff the roads, the physically handicapped still find it very difficult to enj y

space in the museum compound. This is due to the rough terrain that mak

„ith ease This situation is also seen in 
visitors with wheel chairs and crutches to move witl

the Luo traditional hom estead that has a lot of stones in the compound and a very uneven

surface.

4-6 Inaccessibility of information on the exhib* (Plate
do not have adequate information (Fla

Nearly all the exhibitions in Kisumu museum , artment 0f
f  sufficient personnel in the y

4-3)- The situation is worsened by lack o According to the
• ̂  m„rs to the Visitors. Accord

Education, who are supposed to give

Plication officer,‘Kisumu museum relies o 0f educating

.i . thp museum s obj
foe museum’. This factor compromises ti

the guided tours to the visitors

teachers that come
with these pupils to tour

the public.



Mciny exhibitions are not intellectually accessible due to poor lighting. This is evident in 

die aquarium and traditional homestead houses. The traditional homestead houses do not 

have any source o f light and visitors coming from outside can not adjust to the total 

darkness in the houses.

4*7 Narrow entrances

l h 's situation is seen in the Luo traditional homestead where the doois are too narro 

‘he wheelchair users to wheel in with ease (Plate 4.4). This interferes with t 

access to the exhibitions at the traditional homestead.

4-4: A disabled museum visitor coming

e the traditional homestead 
„..t nf a house

Problem s identified by the iespond
are summarize111

Fig- 4-
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CHAPTER FIVE

Summary and conclusion

5*1 Introduction

This chapter first summarizes the findings of the 

these findings. On the basis of the conclusions, a

study
and then draws conclusions from

number of recommendations are made.

•̂2 Formulation of museum policy arressibility of
rucial in addressing access

Museum policy for the visitors with special needs  ̂ designing various
.,  muSeuni managers

museum facilities. The policy would gul e document should also
facilities* The ao

^velopm ent projects and construction of m

def>ne specific facilities that must be put m PlaW
■e „i the museum-

accessability has to
be

This

m ^Vjcilities
 ̂ Improvement of accessibility to mus -caj

i *f the phys1C£U
EaSy a^d free movement in the museum is vita i ^  gtabie surface.

i „ require a . b.orll all
’mProved. Users o f wheel chairs and crutc visitors coming

sh°ul(i start from aH the roads leading t0 t*ie muSeUHl ^ . T h e P ^
)achin

S ° uld start from all the roads leading t0 * ® museum-The pa
direct. H.fficulty in a p p ^  general

0ns should never find any d r  paved- b

......,K » y ^ “u  6
and

other ia - " "  ve
, This W°uld ' P ,-v.air use«

ieu- 1

is conven:
for

to aji
areas o f exhibitions and any 

° f  Kisumu museum needs to be flatten.

’Slt0rs with mobility problems. F>at slirf
,• . to the

‘Vidl'als using walking aids. In a d d i^ '1 ^  p a rtied
hot i a conditlon’

6Ss than two, wheel chairs, in g°°d

vvheeilchair

flat surftceS

lient must
e museun

time-

have
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Building entrances should be friendly to the users of wheel chairs and crutches. T

in 1 rhair can °o up nnd down
ramPS should have a gentle slope so that a visitor on a wie

, in such a way that the
w‘diout much difficulty The exhibitions should be designe

catered for. This would involve .owering of the

wheel chairs get good view. This

around

special needs of museum visitors are 

showcases to a reasonable height so that those on

hould be done in the museum gallery, the Snake

Park and the aquarium. The area

fu . i visitors on
he 'onoise pen and the snake pit should be raised s

°d view ol the tortoises and snakes, respectively

wheel chairs get a

in areas of
improved lighting

0 1111 prove intellectual accessibility there should tead houses- A support
1 jioiuest^u

particularly i„ ,he aquarium a.d «  ^  ^  "**

* *  sh°rild he put in ,„e g ll,ery where thasa rflht N - *  ”

'Vr'tint>

lnstituti

ing- All these, put in place, will undoubtedly Pr
r jrs

° n that is sensitive to the needs

■oniote the imag‘d

clients 

of the

, discrimt
without any

should be *

jnation-

:nsit've

^ Cc°rding t0 Qne key .nformant ‘Every n*IllbeI ^  

‘°Wards Persons or children with disabilities ^ e*P 

°nsequem placement since disability is not mabiW

society

then1 for assessirneflt
and

'4 C
Pacity building of museum

nel

Education department of Kisumu muselllT1

;duca‘ion

requireS M

ass*;tauts-

at least five
the time of

can • t v i s i t s  w“"
% .  he'P in tour guiding and ass. ti0„assts . ^ s

^ th e  . t.~a only  ° n aSslS

>ainee" “
a

. ,e * «

re”' " " '

, Project, the department had emly , they

t*o tr . . • • c Whe11 aŜ
clning in museum activitie

a ho^



the teachers that come
needs, she said, ‘The education department depends heavi y on

11 areas of physical disability in
these children and it is quite challenging to serve all areas ^

Kisurnu museum unless the NMK. were to employ 

^achground in special education'.

' C° nclusion , sing and enjoying
j children in accessing

problems faced by physically handicappe  ̂ ^ needs. This is due

Uniu niuseum facilities are as a result of it?110 this, facilides ^
-eds As a result oi

°I museum policy for visitors with spec needs P^s'ca ''
. t h e  special n

ructures have been developed that ignor d roads leading t0 ^  S°inD

:aPPed children. Such facilities include bad stai ^  field landscape and

1 Museum facilities, high showcases, narrow ^  physically hand‘° PP
i rcessibihty

Valls- These interfere with the physical a 

museum facilities and servic
„ »nab|in'

f in plan6 en

manage1116111 ‘° pU ^  &eilitieS
roblem is the failure by muse ^  intellectual b* 6* ' ^  0f the

that could promote both phy 0n the SP por-niat'°n

• These include lack ot tram ^ {ingand ^   ̂^  > r  on

handicapped children, ^  ^  ,ack 0 3

eas, failure to replace exh' r0und'
, . heVvheeled 

hildren who might need 0

io the

2 6



5-6 Rcco'nmendation
The ]s/

. . USCUnis l)* Kenya should develop and implement a policy for
V,S||°rs with

cater

museum

pecial needs- A museum policy would guide the development projects in

Iri8 lor the sn » i
‘ i <~cial needs of the physically handicapped children.
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,NSTITUTE OF A F R IC A N  ST U D IE S  UNO'l'.HSnV facedby<he
rdjng the p r o b le m *

The aim of (he questionnaire is to gather information regar > ^  solution*-

PhyS1Ca|ly handicapped in accessing Kisumu mUSCUttVA  ̂^
TTi£

rTnaUon ls lo bc used spcciftcdW) \«  ' r e s

Appendix 1: Structured Questionnaire

and
n°tfor a

dny w hcr purpose.

Nr»sSwer al)

Back
questions

Sr° un tl m to rn u
l tion of the respondent

2 .

3

N am e.

Age....  .......

Gentler: Male

lo c a t io n  level attained 

P rirnary  -

Secondary ~~



General information

P oblenis did you find in reaching the fo llow in g  p laces:  

Musci"n buildings.

adlll°nal I fomestead

toilets

Snake Park........... ..........................

0
Pen Field.

W ,lat Problem s did you find in understanding and enjoying the fo

Tile gallery.

^Viarium.

Park and Snake pit.

H ow  would you like the services

needs? .................................

• pc o fK isumU
niuseun1t0 be imp*"0

yedtomeetyour
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Appendix: 2 Key Informant Guide

Name of the re sp o n d en t..................................

2 - P osition ............................................................................................
i  -n. the physically

Does your institution have a policy concern!

ed?

els?
1 low do you assist persons with special

c nee rnial? P
^ h a t  are your personal views co

rsons wi^Physi
cal disa1bilities?

f  y°
/ery rnuch*
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